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HYPOCONTINUITY OF MULTIPLICATION ON THE

CLIFFORD ALGEBRA OF AN INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL

TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACE

ROBERT A. HABERSTROH

ABSTRACT.   Given a quadratic form on an infinite-dimensional vector

space E, useful results have been obtained by imposing on  E  the linear

topology  tiV)   described by Fischer and Gross [4], [5], [6], and investi-

gated by Gross and Miller [9j.   It has been shown that, in the induced

topology, the Clifford algebra  C(E) is a topological algebra, but that,

for topologies strictly finer than  t(V), multiplication need not be contin-

uous.   The main result of the present paper asserts that, even for topolo-

gies finer than  tiV), desirable conclusions can be drawn if continuity is

replaced by hypocontinuity (see [2] for definition).

Introduction.   In [4], [5],  and [6], Fischer and Gross studied quadratic

forms on infinite-dimensional vector spaces.   Little had been known about this

subject, since the algebraic methods customarily used to study forms on finite-

dimensional spaces fail when the dimension is infinite.   It was found that, by

imposition on the space £  of a topology canonically associated with the

quadratic form, useful results could be obtained.   The linear topologies of

Lefschetz are especially suited to the task and, indeed, are nontrivial only

for infinite dimensional E.   Gross and Miller   continued the work [9], discuss-

ing the Clifford algebra  C(F), and found that if E  is given the topology t(V)

described below, then, in the induced topology, C(E)   is a topological algebra.

However, an example is given in [9l of a topology  /  on E, with t  strictly

finer than t(V), for which even the tensor algebra T(E)   is not a topological

algebra.

In § 2 it is shown that, even if t  is strictly finer than t(V), multiplication

is hypocontinuous, and some desirable conclusions may be drawn.

1.   Preliminaries.   We state here, for completeness, some known results

that can be found in the above-mentioned works.
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Let F  be a vector space over a field k, with the characteristic of k

other than  2.   Throughout this work, k  will have the discrete topology, and

E  is topologized so that a base of neighborhoods at zero consists of linear

subspaces.   Such a topology t  on F  is called a linear topology, and has

the property that every finite-dimensional, separated, linearly topologized

space is discrete.   If (L .) .   .  and F  are linearly topologized spaces, then a

multilinear map m:X .L . —>  F  is continuous if and only if it is separately

continuous and continuous at zero.  A subspace  L   is linearly bounded if, for

each zero-neighborhood   U, L n U is of finite codimension in  L.   Linear

boundedness is preserved by continuous linear maps.

Let  q be a quadratic form on E  and b  its associated bilinear map on

E x E.   If A  is a nonempty subset of E, then A1 = \x £ E: b(a, x) = 0 for

all a £ A\  is the orthogonal of A   with respect to  b.   The topology t(b)   is

defined on E by taking as a zero-neighborhood basis the orthogonals U = D

oí finite-dimensional subspaces D oí E.   This topology has the property that

it is the coarsest linear topology on E  which makes the form  b  separately

continuous.

A subspace  F  of F  is called totally isotropic with respect to   b  if q

is identically zero on F.   By Zorn's lemma each totally isotropic subspace

F  is contained in a maximal such space H.   The set {H C\ U:   U is a t(b)-

zero-neighborhood and //  is maximal totally isotropic!  is a filterbase on E

and generates a linear topology which is denoted by t(H).   If q is nondegen-

erate then the topologies t(H)   ate separated, and the quadratic form q is t-

continuous if and only if there exists a maximal totally isotropic space H

such that t  is not coarser than t(H).

On the tensor product of two vector spaces, a topology corresponding

to the projective tensor product topology described by Grothendieck in [8]

has been used:   Let (F, t)   and (F, s)  be separated linear topological vector

spaces over k.   In [6]  it is shown that there is a unique topology, denoted

t ® s, on E ® F   such that

(i)   the canonical bilinear map b :  E x F —> E ®F  is continuous;

(ii)   if G  is a topological  ¿-vector space, and the bilinear map b:

E x F —► G is continuous, then its corresponding linear map  I: F ® F —> G

is continuous.

If E" denotes the tensor product of F  with itself n times, then the

tensor algebra T(F)  of E  is the direct sumQ^^F", where E   = k  and

E   = E.   For a quadratic form q on E, let  / be the two-sided  ideal

generated by the elements of the form x ® x - 1 • q(x)   in  T(E).    Then the
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Clifford algebra C(E)  is the quotient T(E)/I.   If the summands of T(F)

are each given the projective topology ®t, then the Clifford algebra can be

topologized by extending through sums and quotients.   These induced topol-

ogies  will still be written ®t.

The following propositions are due to Gross and Miller [9].

Proposition 1.1.   Let (F, /, q)  be a linearly topologized space with

quadratic form  q.    Then the following are equivalent:

(i) Qyr restricted to E is the original topology t;

(ii)   / > t(V) for some totally isotropic subspace  V of E;

(iii)   the ideal   I  is closed in T(E);

(iv)   (C(E), <8>f)   is Hausdorff.

Proposition 1.2.   Multiplication is separately continuous in (T(E), Q9i).

Proposition 1.3.   // E  is of denumerable dimension and V  is an orth-

ogonally closed totally isotropic subspace of E, then (T(E), ®f(V))  and

iClE),®tiV))  are topological algebras, i.e. multiplication in  T(E)  and CÍE)

is continuous.

2.   Hypocontinuity.   Since we want QS'z'  to be a generalization of t, Prop-

osition 1.1 shows that only topologies not coarser than Qyz"  are of interest.

It is shown in [9] that a topology z", strictly finer than t(V), can be imposed

on a denumerable dimension  E   such that ÍTÍE), ®z")   is not a topological

algebra.   However, some desirable properties are obtained even for t  strictly

finer than tiV)  ii continuity is replaced by hypocontinuity.   The reader is

referred to [3], [4],  and [6]   for a detailed development of the notion of

hypocontinuity of a multilinear map.   We give the definition only in the case

of a bilinear map:   Let E y E2   and   F  be linear topological vector spaces

over k.   Let G.   and G,  be sets of closed subspaces of  Ej   and E2, respec-

tively.   A bilinear map b:  E j x E2 —» F  is called G j-hypocontinuous when

the following are satisfied:

(i)   b  is separately continuous;

(ii) for each zero-neighborhood V in F and each choice of a fixed S

in Gj, there is a zero-neighborhood U in E2 such that biS x U) is a sub-

set of V.

The definition for G2-hypocontinuity is symmetric.

As an example, the evaluation map ix, x*)  in   E x E*, fot E* the alge-

braic dual of E, is separately continuous but not continuous.   However, it is
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hypocontinuous with respect to bounded subsets of E and equicontinuous

subsets of E   .

We will show that for t > tiV), multiplication is G-hypocontinuous on

TiE), if G is the set of linearly bounded subsets of T(E).

Recall that a topological inductive limit (E, t) = lim(E , t.) is said to

be strict if E . C E. for i < f and if the topology induced by t ■ on E. is t..

Proposition 2.1.   Let E = E,CE_CE,C...£e« strict topological

inductive limit, with each containment proper, and let  B  be a linearly

bounded subspace of E.    Then B  is contained in E     for some m, and is

linearly bounded there.

Proof.   Let B   be linearly bounded in  E   and suppose for a contradiction

that B  is contained in no E ..   We will conclude that B  is not linearly bound-

ed by constructing a zero-neighborhood  U  such that B/ÍB O U)  is of infinite

dimension.

Let (¿ ) , be an infinite sequence of distinct indices such that, for

each n, B C\ (E¿        \E,- ) is nonempty.   Such a sequence exists, for if
72+1 Í2

(z )   ^,   is not cofinal in (z) .   ., then B  is contained in one of the  E ..   For
n n^L z> i i

simplicity in notation, we write (72)   for (¿ ), and all subscripts in the proof

refer to this sequence.

Let  V,   be a proper zero-neighborhood of E,.   Then, without loss of

generality, there is some Xj  in B O E 1  with x,  not in V, ; for if B C Vj

we may choose another  V. (unless E.   is a subset of B, in which case we

may choose another Ej¡ for B   is not all of E).

Since the limit is strict, there is a V2  in E2  with El O V 2 = Vy   Now

B n (E   \V )   is nonempty for the following reasons:  Xj   is in B   and Xj   is

not in Ej n V2; moreover, if B  is a subset of V2, then B  is a subset of Vj,

but we chose otherwise, so there is an element x2  in E2\E,   with x2  in B

and x2  not in V'2.   Note that xl  and x2   are linearly independent since %2

is in E2\Ej.   Continuing, we obtain a sequence (V )°°_l, and setting

U = U^_i V„, we have a zero-neighborhood in   E.   Also, we have a sequence

ix )°?_.   in B   with no  x. contained in  U.   The space spanned by this

sequence of elements is of countably infinite dimension since the ix)   ate

linearly independent, and is contained in  B/iB C\ U).   This shows that the

assumption was false, and so B   is a subset of E     for some m.

Certainly B  is linearly bounded in E    , for if not there is a zero-

neighborhood U     in E     with B/lB C\ U   )  of infinite dimension.   But there

is a neighborhood  U  in E    with  U    - U D E      and hence B n U = B O U   ,
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so  B   is not linearly bounded in E, a contradiction concluding the proof.

Letting  El  denote the tensor product of E  with itself i times and

giving E  the topology t > tiV)  for some fixed totally isotropic subspace

V of E, then the tensor algebra TÍE)  is the strict inductive limit of the

partial sums ®" = 1 E1, n = 1, 2, • . • .   We can now state the main theorem.

Theorem 2.2.    Lez"  G  be the set of linearly bounded subsets of TlE).

Then multiplication Q9:   77(E) x TiE) —< T(£)   is G-hypocontinuous.

Proof.   Let B  be linearly bounded and let  Í7  be a zero-neighborhood in

TiE).   We will construct a zero-neighborhood  V  in TiE)   such that  V ® B  is

in  U.   From Proposition 2.1, B   is a subset of ©"_. Ez  for some n, and

since B   is bounded, then ß/(B O Í7)   is finite-dimensional, say of dimension

m.   Let &J, b2, • • • , b     be a basis for the zzz-dimensional supplement to

B n (7  in B.   Then each è  in B   can be written in the form b = S™  ,ab- +
l =1    z   z

zz, where  zz is in ß fl (i  (and hence in ©"_.£').   Multiplication is separately

continuous, so for each  i = 1, 2, • . • , m, there is a zero-neighborhood W .

in  TiE)  such that W. ® ¿>.  is a subset of  U.
z z

A characterization of the zero-neighborhoods in the projective topology

is given in [9].   The neighborhood  U has a representation

U = Ul + U2 ® U2 + £[e2]  ® (i2(e2) + U ̂  ® U^ ® 17

where the  e's run through all elements in E, [e]   is the space spanned by

e, and the   U's run through a zero-neighborhood basis for E.   The S   signifies

£e  ...e  e£ S _    , where for example,
e 1 r perms' r      »

£       £  [e2] ®U2ie2)=    £   [e2]  ®L'2(e2)+     £    U2(e2) ® [cj].

e 2e E   perms e2eE e?2e^

Now B Pi (7  sits in a finite part of this sum, which we call

u' = u1 + •• • + 2>J] ® • • ■ ® [e^-"] ® (L/p(e¿ • • • ep-n))".

We define

and

1=1        / \r=l\s = l

V   (e, ••• e      .) = U  ie, ••• e      .) n V  .
zrz      1 m-ife rzz      1 rzz-fe m

That is, all of the (finitely many) subscripted U's in  U'   ate intersected with
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each of the subscripted  (7's in  (/.   Now take

V' =Vl + V2®V2 +Z,Le2]  ® V2''e2> + V3  ® Vi   ® V3 + "*

and take  V = (Df=1H'¡.)  nV'.

To show that  V ® B   is contained in  (7, let f  belong to  V  and b to B.

Then ¿> = 2™_ ,zz¿&¿ + zz, so that v ® b = (2™_, a.(v ® è .)) + f ® zz.    Since v

is in W.  for all  i, then S^_.zï.(iz ® b .)   is an element of  U, and we may focus

our attention on v ® zz.   Recalling that v  is in  V  and zz  is in  Í7 (~)i@"_.El)

= U ,  and that each subscripted V is a subset of each subscripted  U, it is

easy to see by investigating the forms of the factors in the product  V ® U

that v ®u  lies in  U.   For example, ( V. ® • • • ® V ) ® ((7 . ®  • • •  ® Í7 .)   is

contained in ((7.)*+7, one of the factors in  U, since  V. is a subset of

O'L j U,   which is a subset of  U..

Continuing in this manner completes the proof.

We have not been able to obtain a strictly analogous result in CÍE).   In

order to pass to the conclusion that multiplication on  CÍE)  be  G-hypocontinu-

ous for G  the set of linearly bounded subspaces of CÍE), we need the result

that each linearly bounded set in  CÍE)  can be realized as the canonical

image of a linearly bounded set in TÍE).   In a similar setting in the theory

of locally convex spaces, it is known that the desired lemma is not true

(cf. [14]).   We settle for the following useful result.

Lemma 2.3.   The composition TiE) x TÍE)-^-, TÍE) -^TiE)41 = CÍE)

is G-hypocontinuous and constant on equivalence classes modulo I.

Proof.   Let  U be a zero-neighborhood in CÍE)   and let B   be linearly

bounded in TÍE).   Then there is a zero-neighborhood  V  in  TÍE)   such that

piV)  is contained in  (7, and a zero-neighborhood W in TÍE)   such that

miW x B) = W ® B   is contained in  V.   Then p(rzz(W x B)) = piW ® B)   is in

Í7, establishing the  G-hypocontinuity.

Next, we know that pía ® b) = pía) • píb).   Now if a   is in the same

class as a, and b    is in the same class as b, then

pía ®b) = pía) ■ píb) = pía') ■ píb') = pía' ® b'),

giving the second part of the lemma.

We may impose a further restriction and obtain an imperfect analogue to

Theorem 2.2 for CÍE).   The easy proof is omitted.

Theorem 2.4.   Ler G   denote the set of subspaces B    in CÍE)  for

which B    = pÍB)  for some linearly bounded set B   in  TÍE).    Then multipli-
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cation m; CÍE) x CÍE) —» CÍE)   is  G''-hypocontinuous.

A bilinear map b: E1 x E2 —> F  is called (G, tf)-hypocontinuous if b

is G-hypocontinuous in the first variable and W-hypocontinuous in the

second variable, for G  and H  appropriate classes of sets.   The theorems

above are notationally symmetric, and so we can say that m  is (G, G)-

hypocontinuous and that m is ÍG , G )-hypocontinuous.   We now adapt

several theorems on hypocontinuity, found in [A], to our present situation.

Proposition 2.5.   // S is a linearly bounded subspace of TÍE), then m

is continuous on S x TÍE).   If S '  is in G    then m  is continuous on S   x

CÍE).

Corollary 2.6.   z?z  is uniformly continuous on each product S x T, with S

and T in G. m is uniformly continuous on each product S  x T , with S  and T in G .

Proposition 2.7.   7/ S and T are linearly bounded in TÍE), then S ® T

is linearly bounded in  TÍE).   If S    and T    are in G , then S • T  is bounded

in CÍE).

We conclude with the remark that the methods used in the main results

of §2, as well as the prerequisites of §1, relied heavily on the denumerabil-

ity of the dimension of E.   More information is now known concerning the

Clifford algebra CÍE)  for E  of nondenumerable dimension.   See, for example,

the paper [ll] of H. A. Keller.
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